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DISCLAIMER

Any terminology used in this Whitepaper or on the Website is intended only as a basic reference, 
without any effective of legal meanings. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contrac-
tual agreement of any kind, nor is it an invitation, solicitation or offering to invest in $HNZO or 
acquire/use tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit. Any user of $HNZO represents and 
warrants that such user has received appropriate technical administrative, regulatory and legal advice 
before and after accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper or the Website or using any element of 
Hanzo Inu, including the $HNZO token. The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an 
inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using any kind of block chain and/or crypto token, plat-
form, software or interface. Do your own research and use at your own risk. 
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In a whirlwind of sakura pedals, Hanzo Inu was called into 
existence by his creators on May 6th 2021. 

He knew exactly why he was summoned. 

Leaders in the Decentralized Finance (DeFi) realm had malicious 
intents and were taking advantage of their loyal supporters without 
retribution. Communities that once felt they could invest safely, 
were now left with feelings of confusion and mistrust from all the 
fraudulent schemes. 

Being an honourable Samurai, 
Hanzo Inu knew he could not let 
the dishonesty and theft continue.

He vowed to work closely with his 
creators to build a safe space in the 
DeFi realm. A space where creativity 
and diversity are embodied by the 
community; and trust and 
transparency promised by their 
leaders. 
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$HNZO is a deflationary social token on the Ethereum 
Blockchain (ERC20) that welcomes new and old investors to 
experience the potential of DeFi in a safe environment. Hanzo 
Inu’s vision is to pioneer an ecosystem that is community focused 
and utilizes the $HNZO token in meaningful ways. This is why 
we chose the first two projects to be a Social Application for 
Crypto Communities and a MMO Game. By integrating the 
$HNZO token with social media and gaming, we will become a 
part of the revolution in the mass adaptation of cryptocurrency. 

Hanzo Inu has learned from his brothers Doge and Shiba Inu that 
a chain is only as strong as its weakest link. We are a collective. 
Only when we move our wings in harmony, can we take flight. 
Together Hanzo, his creators and his community have the 
potential to change the DeFi realm and push beyond into the 
real world. Hanzo is no ordinary meme, he is the Warrior Inu.
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Honour

Hanzo values trust and 
transparency. The contract has 
been successfully verified by 

Block Audit Report to be secure. 
The marketing wallet address is 
also accessible to the public. You 
will know exactly when, where 
and why funds will be moved. 

Hanzo has nothing to hide. 

Harmony

Hanzo believes each individual 
has a unique set of strengths 

that can benefit the collective. 
The community will be able to 

directly participate in the 
development of our ecosystem 

and provide constructive 
feedback. Collaboration will 

take us to great heights. 

Patience

Hanzo knows good things 
come to those that wait. 
Growing organically and 

building trust in investors does 
not happen over night. In order 
for Hanzo to reach the rest of 
the world, he must find those 

who will listen first. 

Persistence

Hanzo will persevere for 
longevity. His creators are 

dedicated to building a brand 
and business around $HNZO. 
Obstacles will not get in the 
way of Hanzo’s vision. Each 
rung of the ladder will be 

taken. No shortcuts.  
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60% - Initial Burn
4% - Development
3% - Multi-Sig Marketing Wallet
10% - Private Sale
10% - Presale
13% - Uniswap

What does Tokenomics mean?
Tokenomics is a term used to describe the economics of cryptocurrency tokens. It 
outlines the policies of the distribution and production that have been tokenized. 
$HNZO’s tokenomics are deflationary, meaning the supply will decrease over 
time.

On May 6th, 2021, $HNZO became available for trading on Uniswap, one of the 
largest decentralized exchanges (currently ranked top 10th cryptocurrency) in the 
world.

Total Supply: 100T

 

Current Circulating Supply: 36T

Liquidity Locked: 

https://app.unicrypt.network/amm/uni-v2/pair/0x550301E3E18009E67A115f9fA0
67f9D7A62073df

For each transaction (buy/sell), there is a 5% tax:

 2% is proportionally distributed back to the holders

  Your investment will automatically grow the longer you hold.   
  Loyalty is rewarded.
 
 2% is sent to marketing wallet

  Marketing funds will continuously be generated making future
  development and expansion possible. 

 1% is burned decreasing the supply over time
  
  As popularity for $HNZO rises, there will be fewer coins in
  circulation. 
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HanZone | Social Application
 
By memes, for memes. 

   HanZone will be an easier way to keep up to date with your 
favourite memecoin communities with features such as 
group/private messaging, personalized news feeds and viewing 
wallet holdings all in one place. It will be available on both 
IOS/Android upon initial release. A comprehensive list of features 
will be released closer to BETA Testing. 

Security and Credibility  

   In order to create a safe space in the DeFi 
realm, HanZone will only support fully legitimate 
and audited cryptocurrency start-up projects. 
Projects that wish to use our platform must go 
through a verification process and pass as 
“Honourable’ in order to be listed. 

Although only Honourable projects will exist in 
harmony on HanZone, we will also need to build 
defenses against profiles that take on the role of 
scammers. We have come up with an 
implementation to help users distinguish 
scammers easily in the crowd. This will not stop 
scammers completely, but it will greatly reduce 
the chance of a new investor from falling victim 
to one. In addition to this implementation, there 
will be a reporting/banning system in place. 
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BETA Testing

   The Hanzo Community will be the first to participate in BETA 
testing the social application. To make this an inclusive 
experience for the entire community, there will be multiple 
rounds of BETA testing each with newly selected individuals. The 
community will evaluate and submit feedback on overall 
usability, navigation, and UI design of the app. With each 
consecutive round of BETA Testing, HanZone will be chiselled to 
perfection with your help. A web application of the platform 
will be made after BETA Testing is complete.

Partnerships within Social App

   When we inch closer to the completion of our private BETA 
testing with the Hanzo Community, we will look to recruit the 
first group of projects/communities onto our platform. Only a 
select few, deemed Honourable, will be able to join and have 
their communities provide additional constructive criticism 
about the social app. 

Hanzo will give communities from other 
projects a voice and will allow them to 
vouch for their well-loved projects. We 
will do this by holding polls/posting 
tweets asking surrounding meme coin 
project communities if they would like 
their token to be one of the first to be 
listed on our social app.
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Massively Multiplayer Online Game | MMO
 
   Hanzo believes there is no better way to bring the community 
together and enjoy each others company than an MMO game. An 
MMO Game is a virtual world where players get to meet new 
people, explore the map, participate in activities/events, and play 
mini-games together. Simply put, it is a Social Hub… a Hanzo Hub!

Our game will be optimized and available to play on both mobile 
and browser. We aim to bring back some nostalgia from MMO 
browser games from the past. You will be able to play as a 3D 
customizable character of Hanzo and explore the world from a ¾ 
top down perspective. More details on the specific features of the 
MMO game will be released over time. We believe in 
development first before revealing aspects of the game. 

Information is subject to change as we progress and overcome 
challenges in the game design. 

Closed BETA Testing 

   The Hanzo Community will have the exclusive opportunity to 
participate in the closed BETA testing of the game. We are excited 
to get those who are interested involved as soon as possible. 
Collaborating with the community will take the game into 
directions we never imagined. 

This is the power of decentralized finance.
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Competitive Card Game

Our first “mini-game” that will be featured in the MMO game is a 
Competitive Card game. Two players will be facing each other in a 
strategic battle to deplete their opponent’s health. The game will be 
round based; meaning, players will both play a card at the same time. 
Each card has a strength number, a class and an special effect. Hanzo’s 
advice… choose your class wisely: Ninja, Samurai or Kotodama? The 
winner of the round will get to attack their opponent and activate 
the effect for the next round. Players that think carefully and plan 
ahead will be greatly rewarded. Although there will be only be a 
basic deck to start, the game has been designed to allow for 
personalized deck building in the future. 

Private team testing is currently LIVE. 
Our first draft of the game has been 
coded and will be going through 
extensive testing and balancing over the 
next few weeks. Our top three priorities 
are ensuring the game is: fun to play, 
easy to learn and fair. Gameplay comes 
first. 
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Token Integration + Non-Fungible Tokens + Staking

Integrating Cryptocurrency comes second. As a collective, we are 
still in the early stages of bringing gaming and DeFi together. This 
means it is not perfectly optimized and easy to implement. Hanzo 
will be a part of that revolution and has unique ideas on merging 
the two together, but adding the benefits of a cryptocurrency to a 
game that isn’t enjoyable to play would not be the best use of our 
time. If interest in the game increases, we will be looking to include 
Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) into the MMO Game in the form of 
limited edition character customizable’s, emotes and card 
animations in the Competitive Card Game. Another idea we would 
like to implement is staking a certain amount of $HNZO over a 
period of time on our own platform to gain access to in-game 
exclusives and events. 

We still want to include tokens in the early stages of the game. 
Until we get to the stage where we can have direct integration of 
tokens, we will host regular competitions for pooled prizes of 
$HNZO and reward those who take the time to become skilled at 
the Competitive Card Game. 

Partnerships within MMO

Hanzo knows members of the community support countless of 
other projects with the same passion. We have thought of multiple 
ways of having other meme communities represent themselves in 
our game. These ideas are still in their infancy, but they are worth 
mentioning. We will most probably start simple by having project 
logos and names on customizable clothing’s that your character can 
wear. Further down the line, projects that we form Ultimate 
Partnerships with may be able to have a 3D model of their mascot 
done and included in the MMO game. 
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Future Expansion 

   This is just touching the surface of what the MMO game can be. 
With more interest and support from the community, we can take 
the game to higher levels of detail by hiring game-studio quality 
artists/developers and expanding the world as we grow. We 
already have a long list of ideas for the game that we are eager to 
share, but we will withhold until the time is right. 
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Listed on CoinGecko and 
CoinMarketCap in the first 

week

CEX listings: CoinTiger 
and Whitebit 

Shared by Influencers Mentioned in Articles

https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/to-
days-best-cryptos%3A-10-big-
gest-gainers-for-tuesday-2021-05-25

https://investorplace.com/13-cryp-
to-moonshots/?sourceeid=M-
KT548315&fbclid=IwAR3DPC8qcYa7ZPi
wcXJo2qxFkBVtTdkUOJr1UVQVbXh-Qx
Wj7XuDnptaa0Y

$20M
MARKET CAP 

HIGH

4,370
HOLDERS

3140
TELEGRAM
MEMBERS
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Telegram
 www.t.me/hanzoinu

Twitter
 www.twitter.com/hanzoinutoken

Instagram
 www.instagram.com/hanzoinutoken/

Facebook
 www.facebook.com/groups/142343067966608/

Dextools
www.dextools.io/app/uniswap/pair-explorer/0x550301
e3e18009e67a115f9fa067f9d7a62073df

Uniswap
www.app.uniswap.org/#/swap?outputCurrency=0x23
9dc02a28a0774738463e06245544a72745d5c5&use=
V2

CoinMarketCap
 www.coinmarketcap.com/currencies/hanzo-inu/

CoinGecko
 www.coingecko.com/en/coins/hanzo-inu


